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ABSTRACT 
Validation of a Radiometric Normalization Procedure 
for Satellite-Derived Imagery Within a 
Change Detection Framework 
by 
Karin E. Callahan, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 2003 
Major Professor: Dr. R. Douglas Ramsey 
Department: Geography and Earth Resources 
Ill 
Detecting changes in land cover through time using remotely sensed imagery is a 
powerful application that has seen increased use as imagery has become more widely 
available and inexpensive. Before a time series of remotely sensed imagery can be used 
for change detection, images must first be standardized for effects outside of real surface 
change. This thesis established a validation protocol to evaluate the effectiveness of an 
automated technique for normalizing temporally separate but spatially coincident 
imagery. Using the concept of pseudo-invariant features between master-slave image 
pairs, spatially coincident dark and bright points are identified from images and a 
regression equation is calculated to normalize slave images to a master. I used two sets 
of imagery to test the performance of the standardization process, a spatially coincident, 
but temporally variable time series, and spatially and temporally variable images. I tested 
the underlying statistical assumptions of this approach, and performed simple image 
subtraction to validate the reduction of master-slave differences using invariant locations. 
In addition I tested the possibility of reducing between-sensor differences by applying 
simple linear regression to comparable bands of MSS and TM sensors. 
JV 
Image subtraction showed decreases in master-slave differences as a result of the 
standardization process, and the process behaved appropriately when there should be no 
difference between master and slave images (adjacent, but temporally identical imagery). 
I also found that comparable bands between MSS and TM sensors are similar enough that 
linear regression may not significantly reduce between-sensor differences. 
(69 pages) 
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INTRODUCTION 
The use of satellite derived digital imagery to detect changes in land cover 
through time is a powerful application that has seen increased use as imagery has become 
more widely available and inexpensive. This application can provide significant 
information to land managers and researchers interested in the effects of natural impacts 
and management practices on land cover at the landscape scale. The project titled 
"Emerging and Contemporary Technologies in Remote Sensing for Ecosystem 
Assessment and Change Detection on Military Reservations" funded by the Strategic 
Environmental Research and Development Program (SERDP) is interested in identifying 
changes in the amount of vegetation cover on military lands and relating those changes to 
management practices and natural events such as climate patterns. The project has 
provided the basis for this thesis and is aimed at providing land managers with a tool by 
which they can monitor large tracts of land efficiently. 
Before a time series of remotely sensed imagery can be used for change detection , 
the images must first be standardized for effects outside of real surface change. 
Differences in sensor calibration, solar illumination , or atmospheric conditions make it 
difficult , if not impossible , to accurately compare satellite images acquired on different 
dates and/or by different platforms. There have been many approaches that standardize 
satellite-derived data. Some of these have been incorporated into an automated process 
developed for this SERDP project. This thesis establishes a validation protocol to 
evaluate the effectiveness of this technique for normalizing temporally separate but 
spatially coincident images. 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Radiometric Standardization 
Several factors independent of ground cover can significantly affect spectral 
reflectance as measured at the sensor. These include sensor calibration, solar elevation, 
atmospheric conditions and topography. Of these , sensor calibration, solar angle and 
atmospheric conditions change through time. Normalizing imagery to account for these 
influences attempts to reduce the non-land cover induced radiometric variation between 
temporally separate images. The result is a set of images that appear to have been 
acquired under the same conditions, allowing for more reliable detection of landscape 
changes. The expanse of literature available on image standardization is evidence that 
standardization is an important step in a change detection study when remotely sensed 
images are used. I have included examples of approaches to radiometric standardization 
here, in two major categories, absolute correction and relative normalization. 
Absolute Correction 
Absolute radiometric correction takes into account measured atmospheric 
conditions ( contributing to radiative transfer) , as well as sensor gains and offsets, solar 
irradiance and solar zenith angle at the time of image acquisition, to calculate 
exoatmospheric reflectance values as they would have been measured on the ground. 
Dave (1972 , 1978), Fraser et al. (1989), Kaufman (1988), Kniezys et al. (1983, 1988), 
Rahman and Dedieu (1994) , Richter (1990 , 1996) and Tanre et al. (1990) have all 
produced atmospheric radiative transfer algorithms that account for the effect of 
atmospheric, illumination , and sensor differences . 
2 
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The algorithm developed by Richter ( 1990, 1996) calculates ground reflectance 
of each pixel in an image and estimates a correction factor to account for the influence of 
adjacent pixels. Adjacency effects are approximated by taking a weighted average of the 
pixel neighborhood around each pixel using a convolution window. Atmospheric 
correction functions originate from LOWTRAN-7 and SENSAT-3 (Richter , 1990). 
Richter (1996) later developed a two-phase algorithm to work in conjunction with 
look-up tables containing functions for atmospheric corrections. One advantage of this 
algorithm is that it can be applied to portions of a scene, in instances where atmospheric 
conditions vary across the image. The atmospheric functions are taken from 
MODTRAN-2 and SENSAT-5 (Richter , 1996), and cover atmospheric conditions such as 
pressure , temperature , humidity and aerosols , as well as other factors like surface 
elevation and solar zenith angles . In the first phase , the user selects a dark reference 
target such as heavily vegetated or water pixels , and haze or cloud , and specifies one of 
the atmospheric functions from the tables. The second phase calculates visibility for the 
reference areas by matching the measured value (radiance values from image targets) 
with model-derived values. Then haze is removed band by band , by matching the 
histograms of hazy portions to clear portions of the image. Finally , ground reflectance 
(corrected for pixel adjacency) is calculated. 
Rahman and Dedieu (1994) describe an atmospheric correction technique which 
was found to be computationally faster than more detailed radiative transfer algorithms 
like the one described above. It was developed for use in studies requiring use of large 
data sets of imagery. Rahman and Dedieu (1994) compared their results with output 
from a particular radiative transfer algorithm called the Simulation of Satellite Signal in 
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the Solar Spectrum (5S) (Tanre et al., 1990), and found their correction to be simpler 
and comparable in accuracy; simpler because it does not require look-up tables. It uses 
coefficients that correct for atmospheric influences determined for specific spectral bands 
of a sensor using a set of formulas defined for each atmospheric interaction process. 
Model inputs are: vertically integrated gaseous contents, aerosol optical depth at 550nm, 
geometric conditions and reflectance at the top of the atmosphere. These absolute 
correction methods tend to be more accurate than relative corrections, or standardization 
methods, but have the disadvantage of being dependent on in situ data that may not be 
available. 
Relative Correction 
An alternative to absolute radiometric correction is relative "correction ," which is 
commonly used in one of two ways: adjusting individual bands of data within a single 
image (i.e. , based on subtracting dark object values from each band) or normalizing 
bands in images of multiple dates relative to a reference image (Jensen , 1996). The 
primary difference to note between the two general approaches to relative normalization 
is that a master image is selected in studies involving multiple images of the same area. 
In order to clarify the use of terms in this paper it is important to point out that these 
techniques are not "corrections " in the sense that they use actual atmospheric 
measurements from the time of image acquisition, but rather attempt to uniformly 
minimize effects of changing atmospheric and solar conditions relative to a standard 
image selected by the user. 
Single Image 
Dark-object subtraction (DOS) is a widely used method of reducing haze within 
an image and is done for each band individually. It is assumed that there are pixels 
within each band of a multispectral image that have very low or no reflectance on the 
ground, and that the difference between the brightness value of these pixels and zero is 
due to haze. This per-band estimated difference is subtracted from each band of the 
image (Chavez, 1988). This relative normalization method assumes that the effects of 
haze are distributed evenly across the entire image , which may or may not be the case. 
This is a good initial adjustment, but Chavez (1988) notes that there may be problems 
analyzing the data unless one of five atmospheric scattering models (scaled from very 
clear to very hazy) is chosen in addition to a dark-object haze value. 
Chavez (1996) further improved the technique ofrelative atmospheric 
standardization by adding a multiplicative correction factor for the effect of atmospheric 
transmittance. This approach is called the COST method named after the cosine of the 
solar zenith angle (Cos ). He compares this method to one that uses in situ field 
measurements of the atmosphere and finds that the image-based adjustments are as 
accurate as absolute correction algorithms that require additional information . This 
assessment is not made statistically but graphically, using scatter plots and bar charts to 
illustrate differences in the performance of different atmospheric correction algorithms. 
Multiple Image 
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Due to the number of images that may be involved in a multitemporal change 
detection study and the scarcity of historical atmospheric and ground reflectance data , 
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researchers often opt for a normalization method that corrects a set of images relative to 
a reference image. Two techniques that have been developed for this purpose are 
presented here. 
One is based on identification of pseudoinvariant features , or features that are 
assumed to have the same spectral reflectance through the series of images (Schott et al., 
1988; Jensen, 1996). The ideal pseudoinvariant targets are those that meet the following 
criteria: 
1. Are at approximately the same elevation as the rest of the scene (for a better 
representation of the atmospheric condition s across the scene) , 
2. Are in a relatively flat area (to minimize the effects of solar azimuth differences) 
3. Should have a minimal amount of vegetation (as vegetation readily changes in 
response to seasonal changes and environmental stresses) (Eckhardt et al., 1990). 
In this method , statistical adjustments are based on the assumption that the 
differences in gray-level distributions of invariant objects are assumed to be a linear 
function (Schott et al. , 1988). Pseudoinvariant targets tend to be urban features (roads , 
buildings) because they are assumed to change little through time. These features are 
selected by identifying pixels that are dark in an infrared-red ratio (TM 4/3) image and 
bright in the mid-infrared (TM band 7). 
After normalization targets are chosen , the target brightness values from the 
scenes to be normalized are regressed against the target brightness of the reference image. 
This is a linear regression model relating each band of each pairing of images , consisting 
of an additive component (intercept) which accounts for the difference in path radiance , 
and a multiplicative component (slope) which corrects for differences in detector 
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calibration , sun angle , Earth-sun distance , atmospheric influences and sun-target-sensor 
geometry between dates. 
Casselles and Lopez Garcia (1989) also based their work on the concept of 
pseudoinvariant features. When tested against a procedure that uses absolute atmospheric 
correction, their method differed in accuracy by less than 10 percent. 
Another technique is an automatic scattergram-controlled regression (ASCR) 
method , developed by Elvidge et al. (1995) for use with large sets of Landsat images. 
This method uses scattergrams of the near-infrared bands of image date 1 and date 2 to 
identify stable land and water data clusters and generate an initial regression line between 
the two cluster centers. A no-change pixel set is selected by placing thresholds about this 
line. These pixels are then used in the regression analysis of each band to derive gains 
and offsets for the radiometric normalization. Requirements for this method are that: 
1. Images are acquired under similar solar and phenological conditions. 
2. Land cover for a large portion of the image in the time covered by the images to 
be rectified has not changed. 
3. There are both land and water pixels in the scene. 
This method is shown to significantly reduce haze , making images more 
comparable spectrally. The researchers also list advantages of this procedure over other 
linear relative normalization methods: 
1. Cloud/shadow /snow effects are reduced compared with simple regression 
methods. 
2. A large percentage of the total number of image pixels is used. 
3. Normalization errors are distributed among different land cover types. 
4. The necessity of identifying bright and dark radiometric control pixels is 
eliminated. 
5. The speed of the normalization procedure is accelerated by reducing human 
intervention (though it may not reduce the computation time). 
Comparisons 
A few researchers have reviewed available standardization methods , offered their 
own, and compared results of different methods for a single set of images . Hall et al. 
(1991) reviewed several standardization methods including radiative transfer codes , 
spectral transforms , sensor calibration, DOS , and pseudoinvariant features, then went on 
to develop and evaluate Hall and Badhwar's ( 1987) technique of radiometric 
normalization. This method is similar to the one described by Jensen (1996) , in that 
radiometric control sets are chosen and a linear transformation is used to adjust the 
images. Here the bright and dark sets of pixels are selected from Kauth-Thomas 
greenness-brightness plots (Kauth and Thomas, 1976). The slope and offset of the line 
that connects their averages are used to determine the coefficients for correction of each 
band . This technique of atmospheric correction was tested by acquiring helicopter and 
ground data concurrent with the satellite overpass. They note that large numbers of 
images can be absolutely corrected in an indirect way, by relative correction of all other 
images to a reference image that has been absolutely corrected using sensor calibration 
and atmospheric data. 
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Yuan and Elvidge (1996) apply seven different relative radiometric 
normalization techniques , including the one mentioned above, to two images and 
compare the results visually and using a standard error statistic. The described 
techniques follow: 
1. Haze Correction (Chavez , 1988) 
2. Minimum-maximum (adjusting the minimum and maximum histogram values to 
match a reference image). 
3. Mean-standard deviation (reference and subject images have the same mean and 
standard deviation for all bands). 
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4. Simple regression (Jensen , 1983) where the subject image is regressed against the 
reference image using a least squares regression. 
5. Dark set-bright set (Hall et al., 1991 ), using an average value from a dark set and 
bright set for the actual minimum and maximum values in the scene . 
6. Pseudoinvariant features (Schott et al. , 1988). 
7. A controlled regression using a no-change pixel set (Yuan and Elvidge , 1993 and 
Elvidge et al. , 1995). 
Yuan and Elvidge ' s visual inspection showed that the no-change set method gave 
the best results , and that the minimum-maximum , mean-standard deviation and 
pseudoinvariant feature methods yielded poor matches to the reference image. Using the 
mean square error as a statistical measure of goodness of fit, Yuan and Elvidge (1996) 
ranked the methods with the "best" at the top of the list: 
1. No change pixel set 
2. Dark/bright set 
3. Simple regression 
4. Haze correction 
5. Mean-standard deviation 
6. Minimum-maximum 
7. Pseudoinvariant features. 
The researchers point out that these methods can be further evaluated with regard to 
their effectiveness in the presence of clouds and statistical outliers. This suggests that a 
given method's rank may be different if these are present in the images studied. 
Automated Radiometric Normalization 
10 
The atmospheric standardization algorithm is designed to facilitate the 
normalization of collections of satellite imagery that cover the same geographic area at 
different points in time. The program output is a set of images converted to 
exoatmospheric reflectance and normalized to a reference image. The algorithm was 
programmed using the Avenue scripting language of the Arc View GIS program widely 
used by and available to most natural resource managers . It is written in an easy to 
understand user interface that steps through a multistage process (Figure 1 ). The program 
employs a method based on Hall et al. (1991) to standardize individual images to a 
master reference image , and is most similar to the dark/bright set method evaluated by 
Yuan and Elvidge (1996). It may also be dubbed a pseudo-invariant feature (PIF) 
method since the dark and bright point sets are assumed to represent features that have 
not changed between image dates. However , it should not be confused with the PIF 
process described by Schott et al. (1988) , which uses an infrared /red ratio (TM 4/3) along 
with the far-infrared band (TM band 7) to isolate urban features as PIF points. 
C onversi on to II I I Im 
Exoatmospheric 
Reflectance 
Original I II Bandwise Individual Image Bands of Regression of 
Brightest and Standardized 
Tasseled-Cap IH Soil Brightness I I I Darkest SB! Images Transforrration Index Grid 
Figure 1. The atmospheric standardization process. 
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The first two stages of the process are parallel , both utilizing the original image 
data to prepare for the standardization. The first step converts the individual bands of an 
image to exoatmospheric (at satellite) radiance or reflectance images using information 
from the header files accompanying the raw data. Solar elevation, sensor and satellite, 
the earth-sun distance for the julian date of the image , and gains and biases are all factors 
in this conversion. The analyst must also decide whether to allow zero values in the data 
or set them all to NODATA as background pixels. This first step is well represented in 
the literature, by researchers such as Chavez ( 1989), Markham and Barker ( 1987), and 
Moran et al. (1992). The secon d stage is to calculate a tasseled-cap transformation 
(Kauth and Thomas, 1976) from the raw image , generating images that represent the soil 
brightness index (SBI) and greenness value index (GVI). These output images , or more 
specifically their histo grams, are the source of the bright and dark points used later in the 
process. The last stage standardizes the scenes and is the key step in this process, where 
dark and bright points are selec ted from the SBI images and regression equations are 
calculated for each master-slave band pair and applied to the slave bands. 
In order to do this , the computer generates lists of the extreme bright and dark 
pixels for each image , from the edges of the histogram inward to the user-defined 
threshold . The lists are then compared for spatially common points , and the 
exoatmospheric reflectance values for each band at those points are recorded. Finally the 
pixel values of the two clusters of points are used as endpoints of a regression line (Hall 
et al., 1991 ). The goal is to capture the darkest and brightest pixels that are spatially 
common between the master and slave scenes. Theoretically, the farther out on the 
histogram tails the better the regression equation adjusting the slave scene to the master. 
The regression equations are then applied to the slave image ' s individual 
exoatmospheric images and new images are generated. These serve as bands of the 
standardized image , and can be stacked as a processed image or used to generate 
vegetation indices such as the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) or the 
Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index (SA VI). 
13 
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THESIS OBJECTIVES AND HYPOTHESES 
A radiometric normalization extension developed by Tom Van Niel for use in 
Arc View will be evaluated in this study. It is based on Hall et al. (1991) and is designed 
to ease the burden of standardizing large numbers of Landsat images. A summary 
description of the methods used in the extension is taken from the Help files 
accompanying the scripts. 
The atmospheric correction extension is an extension to Arc View designed to 
accomplish a relative atmospheric correction on a multitemporal set of Landsat 
Multispectral Scanner (MSS) and /or Thematic Mapper (TM) satellite imagery. The 
extension is designed to follow a three-step iterative process that includes conversion of 
"raw" Digital Number (DN) ERDAS Imagine images to at-satellite (also known as 
exoatmospheric) reflectance or radiance, calculation of the Soil Brightness Index (SBI) 
and Green Vegetation Index (GVI) using the "Tasseled Cap" transformation , and relative 
atmospheric correction using Pseudo Invariant Features (PIFs). The extension also 
includes programs that allow the user to set environment variables for choosing the 
number of Pseudo Invariant Features (PIFs) and calculation of Vegetation Indices (Vis). 
Objectives 
1. Develop a validation protocol for the automated relative radiometric 
standardization. 
2. Develop a protocol to standardize archival Landsat Multispectral Scanner imagery 
to Landsat Thematic Mapper for use in change detection studies that require 
scenes from more than one sensor. 
15 
Hypotheses 
1. Ho,: The automated correction does not reduce radiometric differences between 
input and reference images. 
HA1: The automated correction does reduce radiometric differences between input 
and reference images. 
2. Ho2: Bandwise regression cannot be used to adequately standardize Multispectral 
Scanner and Thematic Mapper imagery for comparison in a change detection 
study that utilizes data from both sensors. 
HA2: Regression is an effective method for standa rdizing MSS data to TM. 
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STUDY AREAS AND DAT A USED 
The first data set used for this project consists of a 25-year semiannual set of 
Landsat MSS and TM images over the Provo , Utah area, acquired during the wet and dry 
seasons of each year. The images have been subset to include Utah Lake and a portion of 
the Great Salt Lake as well as a section of the Wasatch Front (Figure 2). The land within 
the subset is spectrally diverse and contains an array of surface features from bare rock 
and urban areas through grass and shrub lands to needle leaf forests and irrigated 
farmland. Some images contain areas of snow or cloud cover as well. The area straddles 
the Great Basin geologic and physiographic province and the Western Rocky Mountains 
province. The area covered by the image subsets used in this study includes both east-
west and north-south drainages , revealing vegetation patterns that are strongly tied to 
slope and aspect. 
The second data set is a 25-year semiannua l collection of Landsat MSS and TM 
images , covering a portion of desert in western Texas and southern New Mexico within 
the boundaries of Ft. Bliss , Texas (Figure 3). The southern tip of the study area is located 
in the extreme western part of Texas north of El Paso, stretching north to south-central 
New Mexico. The Ft. Bliss region is in the Lower Sonoran Life Zone , Chihuahuan 
Desert. The northern portion may stretch to the "Desert-Grassland Transition Area" or 
"Desert Plains Grasslands." Prior to cattle ranching in the late 19th century, the climax 
plant community was composed of grasses , but today these communities have been 
replaced by several shrub species. The climate is characterized as a hot, dry desert with 
temperatures above O degrees Celsius for all months. The mean annual temperatures 
range from 17. 7 degrees C at El Paso , Texas to 14.8 degrees C at Jornada Experiment 
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Range , New Mexico. Half of the average annual rainfall occurs between July and 
October. Precipitation is variable throughout the year but rather uniform over the study 
area at 21.4 to 24.9 cm per year. Summer precipitation is in the form of thunderstorms of 
high intensity while most of the winter precipitation is in the form of low intensity rains 
or occasional snows. 
Figure 2. Landsat image subset covering portions of Utah Lake, the Great Salt Lake, and 
the Wasatch Front. 
Figure 3. Landsat image of Ft. Bliss Texas located in western Texas and southern New 
Mexico . 
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Because vegetation is sparse in the region , soils and underlying geology dominate 
the spectral response recorded by satellites. Within the boundaries of the installation 
there are volcanic rocks , granitic intrusions , and limestone-capped mesas. 
19 
The unique aspect of this second collection of imagery is that we have north-
south adjacent pairs of scenes for the same date. Each pair has some degree of overlap, 
creating areas that are made up of identical pixel values. This provides an opportunity to 
test the atmospheric normalization extension under conditions where there should be little 
or no difference. 
In order to evaluate the atmospheric standardization script, a subset of available 
images was selected to represent combinations of three factors: wet and dry season, MSS 
and TM sensors, and clear and cloudy/hazy atmosphere. In all, eight scenes covering the 
same area over time were used for analysis of the standardization procedure's overall 
performance. 
In order to study the script's perfom1ance under conditions where there should be 
no change, six pairs of spatially and temporally overlapping scenes were selected. 
Potential pairs were considered based on degree of overlap, optical clarity, and 
rectification error. 
In order to evaluate MSS to TM standardization, three dates of MSS imagery 
were ordered to match the dates of TM scenes already in-house. TM and MSS scenes 
collected on the same day can serve as master scenes for standardizing data from their 
respective sensors, reducing apparent discontinuities in data from the sensors. Adjusting 
MSS data to simulate TM parameters may further minimize sensor differences. 
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METHODS 
The Data 
This work is part of a retrospective study designed to analyze vegetation cover 
changes through time on two individual military installations. Each installation has a 25-
year collection of satellite imagery representing both the wet and dry seasons. All scenes 
at an installation are georeferenced to a single reference scene to reduce spatial error. 
The overall Root Mean Square (RMS) error was kept to less than 0.5 pixels for each 
scene. MSS data were resampled to a pixel size of 80m and TM data were resampled to 
30m. 
Data Selection 
In order to select images for this thesis, I attempted to cover the range of possible 
data conditions while minimizing redundancy. My approach was to select scenes that 
represent wet and dry seasons, clear, hazy and cloudy atmospheres, and MSS and TM 
sensors. In all, eight scenes were chosen for this validation experiment (Table 1 ). 
In order to study spatially and temporally coincident images , I identified all north-
south overlapping scenes for the Texas study area that had relatively large areas in 
common. I selected 6 north-south pairs that had relatively low rectification error (Table 
2). Image to image rectification error was estimated by identifying distinct pixels in the 
overlap area and approximating the distances between pixel centers. 
In order to test whether MSS imagery can be effectively adjusted to simulate TM 
imagery, MSS imagery was identified to match available TM dates. Three coincident 
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MSS dates were acquired under relatively clear conditions: 6 Sep. 1987, 23 Aug. 1988, 
and 1 7 July 1992, to temporally match available TM images. 
Table 1. spatially coincident images selected to validate the radiometric normalization 
program 
Date Sensor Condition Season 
Aug-82 MSS Cloud Dry 
Jul-92 MSS Clear Wet 
May-76 MSS Cloud, snow , haze Wet 
Sep-75 MSS Clear Dry 
Aug-96 TM Clear Dry 
Jul-97 TM Clear Wet 
May-89 TM Snow Wet 
Sep-87 TM Haze Dry 
Table 2. spatially and temporally coincident images selected to validate the radiometric 
normalization program 
Date Sensor Registration Accuracy (in pixels) 
Jun-82 MSS 1 or better 
Sep-82 MSS 1 or better 
Jun-87 MSS 1 or better 
Jun-90 TM 2.5 
Oct-90 TM 1.5 
Oct-91 TM 1 or better 
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Exploring Assumptions 
A major assumption underlying the method of image standardization being tested 
here is that the averages of the dark and bright sets identified by this normalization 
process represent endpoints of a linear relationship. This assumption could be explored 
from different angles by asking two questions; whether the relationships within each 
group (bright or dark points) approximate the overall trend between the groups , and 
whether the relationship between master and slave scenes is actually linear. In order to 
get the best representation of the relationship between the master and slave images, these 
tests were performed only on the clearest images. 
In order to address the first question , scatter plots and least square regression 
equations comparing slave and master images for the dark and bright clusters were 
generated for the four clearest of the eight scenes mentioned above. Regression lines for 
the groups of bright and dark pixels and that of the overall dark-bright trend were 
compared statistically using an analysis of variance with a chi-square test statistic. 
The question of whether the overall relationship is linear may be of greater 
importance , as this is an underlying assumption of the statistical technique used in the 
standardization process . In order to test the linearity of this relationship , random samples 
of 100 points were generated from the exoatmospheric reflectance images for three bands 
of the same four scenes. Exoatmospheric reflectance images were used as the source of 
sample points since they provide the pixel values used to generate the normalization 
regression equations. These samples were used to generate two regression models, linear 
and second-order polynomial , and the models were then compared statistically using an 
ANOV A with a chi-square test of significance. 
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Difference Images 
In order to test the performance of the normalization program, raw images were 
run through the procedure, resulting in two sets of images for each date. One set 
represents non-normalized exoatmospheric reflectance for each band and the second 
represents normalized exoatmospheric reflectance for each band. I generated a third set 
of images by rescaling the 8-bit raw data (range 0-255) to a range of O - 100 to be 
comparable with both sets of exoatmospheric reflectance images. 
Spatially Coincident Images 
The first investigation compares the absolute difference between pixels of master 
and slave pairs for overall differences at the three stages in the normalization process, 
testing the reduction of differences between spatially coincident master and slave images. 
Atmospheric differences between master and slave images should have been greatly 
reduced . The remaining differences should be primarily due to plant phenology or other 
actual land cover change during the time lapsed between master and slave scenes , and 
atmospheric differences related to cloud cover. Some additional differences may be 
introduced by registration error. 
Spatially and Temporally Coincident Images 
The second investigation also compares differences between master and slave 
images, but in this case images overlap in time as well as space. Landsat satellites pass 
north to south and collect data in a continuous strip, so overlapping portions of north-
south adjacent images cut from this strip should be identical. As such, differences are 
expected to be close to zero , although registration error or initial radiometric pre-
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processing may introduce some noise. Overlapping areas of six, same-date scene pairs 
were selected from all available pairs by extent of overlap and accuracy of geometric 
registration. The areas were clipped from the scenes and run through the standardization 
process as though the north scene was the master. Difference images were then 
generated for master-slave pairs at each stage in the process; raw, exoatmospheric 
reflectance and regressed. 
Standardizing MSS to TM 
Time series analyses are commonly based on vegetation indices , calculated using 
the red and near-infrared (NIR) bands. When using data from the Landsat series , these 
bands are MSS2 and TM3, and MSS4 and TM4 respectively. Although highly 
correlated , the spectral ranges of bands from MSS and TM platforms do not directly 
overlap (Figure 4 ), potentially complicating a time series analysis of data derived from 
both sensors. The fact that corresponding bands are highly correlated but not directly 
overlapping opens up the possibility of reducing differences between sensors by 
standardizing the comparable bands of the MSS reference image to simulate a TM 
response. In order to do this , I first obtained same-date overlap MSS imagery for three 
clear TM scenes already in-house. 
All six scenes (3 MSS and 3 TM) were converted to exoatmospheric reflectance 
images and the TM images for bands 3 and 4 were resampled to 80m with bilinear 
interpolation , to approximate MSS parameters. Bilinear interpolation is a resampling 
method that takes a weighted average of the four pixels closest to a point to assign a 
value to the new pixel at that location. Three random samples of approximately 500 
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Figure 4. Spectral coverage of the Landsat TM and MSS sensors. Modified from 
Lillesand and Kiefer (1994). 
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points each were generated for each pair of bands , and regressed with TM as the 
independent variable. The three regressions were compared with an F test of significance 
to determine whether they all approximate the same population. The F-test checks 
whether the slopes and elevations of multiple regression lines are equal (Zar, 1996). A 
score below a critical value indicates that the three regressions for this study are not 
significantly different from each other and the equation representing the pooled 
population should be used. The overall test for coincidental regressions looks like this: 
F = 
SSt - SSp 
2(k-1) 
where SS, and SSP are the residual sums of squares for the total regression(,) and 
pooled regression (p), (k- 1) is the degrees of freedom [(3 - 1) in this case], DFp is the 
pooled residual degrees of freedom. 
If the F value is not significant (i.e. , less than the critical value in the table) then 
the samples are considered to be from the same population and should be combined to 
calculate the population regression equation by: 
Yi= Ge + bcXi 
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The pooled regression equations were applied to MSS bands 2 and 4 for each 
MSS image. The resulting images were then subtracted from the exoatmospheric images 
to identify any changes due to the regression . Furthermore, the differences between the 
MSS and resampled TM images were examined at each stage (raw, exoatmospheric 
reflectance and regressed) to test for overall reductions in differences through the 
process. 
RESULTS 
Testing Statistical Assumptions 
The first assumption that was tested was the question of whether trend lines 
within the dark and bright clusters represent the overall trend between the groups. The 
second test addresses the linearity of the relationship between master and slave images, 
the basic assumption of linear regression. These tests evaluate whether some of the 
statistical assumptions underlying the standardization process have been met. 
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When considered separately, the dark and bright groups of pixels do not show a 
variable linear relationship (Figure 5). The trend of each dark and bright group of pixels 
does not correspond with the strength of the overall trend calculated between the bright 
and dark groups (Figure 6). This is reinforced by a statistical test that compared the trend 
line of each bright and dark group to the overall trend line and found that in 19 times out 
of 22 trials there was no relationship at the 0.05 level of confidence (Appendix 1). In a 
couple of cases (bands I and 3 of July 1997) a trend line could not be established 
between the master and slave points because the slave ' s bright pixels to be used in the 
regression had only a single value. 
Random samples of coincident pixels between four master and slave scenes show 
a high correlation , though the relationship may not be linear. When the green or blue , red 
and infrared bands of master-slave pairs were examined at the exoatmospheric 
reflectance stage using a chi-square test to compare the linear model with that of a second 
order polynomial (Appendix 2) , the test showed a statistically significant difference 
between the two models in 8 of 12 cases for a 100 point random sample, at the 0.05 level 
of significance. In cases where there was a statistical difference , the second order 
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polynomial representation of the relationship was deemed to be better because the 
correlation coefficient (R2) was higher (Figure 7). Based on the charts in Figure 7, it is 
obvious that the significant difference between the models is purely statistical. Note that 
the R2 values agree to the thousandths (0.00x) decimal place , which is beyond a realistic 
level of precision. The following section describing results from the image-differencing 
test may be a better indication of the procedure ' s ability to effectively perform its task of 
reducing master-slave image differences. 
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Difference Images 
The simplest way to test performance of the atmospheric standardization process 
may be a straightforward image subtraction. This test examines differences between 
master and slave pairs at each of the three steps in the standardization process , raw , 
exoatmospheric reflectance and regressed. This test shows not only whether differences 
are reduced , but provides additional information about when the greatest improvements 
are made. 
Remember that this test was performed on two groups of images ; spatially 
coincident but acquired on different dates, and spatially and temporally coincident images 
which are overlapping subsets of adjacent images. All iterations of the test were 
performed on individual bands of each image and results were summarized to look for 
trends. 
Spatially Coincident Images 
Images were generated to test for changes in overall differences between master 
and slave scenes at each step in the process: raw , exoatmospheric reflectance , and 
regressed . Summary tables are presented here for illustration , but the entire table of 
results can be found in Appendix 3. Results were grouped and summarized by 
atmospheric conditions, sensor, and season. Differences between master and slave 
images were reduced at each standardization step for all images (Table 3). The greatest 
reduction in master-slave differences was always due to the conversion from raw 
brightness to exoatmospheric reflectance values, consistently reducing differences by 
almost half (3% reflectance) . The greatest initial differences were within the MSS group , 
Table 3. Image differences summarized by group 
Process Mean Std. Dev Summary Group 
ref-raw 8.65 9.49 Moderate cloud or haze 
ref-exoat 4.63 5.21 
ref-regressed 4.04 4.23 
ref-raw 6.73 5.78 Clear 
ref-exoat 4.27 3.29 
ref-regressed 2.46 2.69 
ref-raw 9.46 9.08 MSS Total 
ref-exoat 5.97 5.47 
ref-regressed 3.89 3.80 
ref-raw 5.91 6.18 TM Total 
ref-exoat 2.93 3.03 
ref-regressed 2.61 3.12 
ref-raw 7.03 6.45 Dry seaso n 
ref-exoat 4.38 3.75 
ref-regressed 2.93 3.28 
ref-raw 8.35 8.82 Wet season 
ref-exoat 4.53 4.76 
ref-regressed 3.58 3.65 
averaging about 9.5% reflectance. Differences were reduced further by the regression 
step, but only by about 1 % reflectance , on average. 
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A bandwise comparison considering all scenes as a group shows the same overall 
trends for the blue (TM band 1) or green (MSS band 1), red, and infrared bands (Table 4). 
In all cases the raw-regressed differences were the largest differences, as expected. 
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Table 4. Average and standard deviation for all spatially coincident images 
Blue (TM) or Blue/Green Red Red Std. NIR Std. Process Green (MSS) NIRAvg. 
Avg. Std. Dev. Avg. Dev. Dev. 
master-
9.12 8.39 
raw slave 6.7 8.08 7.26 6.44 
master -
1exoat. ref. 3.58 3.44 3.05 3.87 6.73 5.45 
slave 
master-
regressed 2.33 2.60 2.94 3.69 4.49 4.11 
slave 
Spatia lly and Temporally Coincident Images 
The analysis of temporally and spatially coincident images is similar to that in the 
previous section except that in this case the study areas were from overlapping edges of 
north-south adjacent images collected on the same date. The area clipped from the 
northern image was arbitrarily selected as the master for trus investigation. 
One would expect the north-south differences at all stages in the process to be 
close to zero since the scenes cover the same area , at the same time , by the same sensor. 
The primary source of error here is registration error. Consideration was given to 
accuracy of registration in selection of scene pairs , and the best six were chosen. Over 
all , the average difference between north and south scenes is less than one percent 
reflectance (Table 5). These differences are slightly less when registration accuracy was 
one pixel or less. 
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Standardizing MSS to TM 
In order to test the potential for reducing error resulting from sensor differe nces 
by standardizing compara ble bands, MSS-TM over lap scenes were acquired, as discussed 
previously in this paper. Three sets of random samp les were created for each pair. The 
red and infrared bands were then regressed against each other in each sample (Tab le 6). 
The resulting regression equations were compared using an F test , which was described 
in the methods section. According to the F test , an F score below a critica l value 
indicates that the three regressions are not significantly different from each other , and the 
equation representing the pooled population should be used. In this case the equation for 
the pooled population shou ld be used to adjust the MSS image to better resemble TM 
values (Table 7). All trials were not significant ly different at the 0.01 level of 
confidence , implying that this procedure is repeatable. 
Table 5. Differences between north and south temporally and spatially coincident images 
Registration Stage Mean Standard Accuracy Deviation 
All 6 images Raw 0.74 1.46 
Exoat. Ref. 0.85 0.91 
Regressed 0.89 0.90 
1 pixe l error Raw 0.64 1.30 
Exoat. Ref. 0.72 0.80 
Regressed 0.77 0.79 
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Since it was found that the equation representing the pooled population for each 
band pair should be used, the combined-sample equations from Table 6 were applied to 
the respective bands of MSS scenes. The resulting images were subtracted from the 
origina l MSS scenes to quantify the impact of making the regression adjustment. 
Table 6. Regression equations relating MSS band 2 to TM band 3 and MSS band 4 to 
TM band 4 
Date Band Combination Sample Size Regression Equation R2 
Sep. 1987 2-3 sample 1 483 y = 0.926x + 1.788 0.91 
2-3 sample 2 483 y = 0.973x + 1.203 0.93 
2-3 sample 3 484 y = 0.97lx + 1.312 0.93 
Combined Samples 1450 y = 0.957x + 1.431 0.9 
4-4 sample I 483 y = 0.880x + 2.322 0.85 
4-4 sample 2 483 y = 0.948x + 0. 764 0.86 
4-4 sample 3 484 y = 0.915x + 1.388 0.87 
Combined Samples 1450 y = 0.913x + 1.492 0.9 
Aug. 1988 2-3 sample 1 483 y = 0.912x + 1.808 0.84 
2-3 sample 2 483 y = 0.943x + 1.334 0.89 
2-3 sample 3 484 y = 0.88 l x + 1.990 0.86 
Combined Samples 1450 y = 0.914x + 1.721 0.9 
4-4 sample 1 483 y = 0.889x + 3.064 0.86 
4-4 sample 2 482 y = 0.895x + 2.795 0.85 
4-4 sample 3 484 y = 0.887x + 2.855 0.84 
Combined Samples 1449 y = 0.890x + 2.911 0.8 
Jul. 1992 2-3 sample 1 483 y = 0.861x + 1.881 0.82 
2-3 sample 2 483 y = 0.926x + 1.365 0.83 
2-3 sample 3 484 y = 0.897x + 1.667 0.85 
Combined Samples 1450 y = 0.894x + 1.651 0.8 
4-4 sample 1 483 y = 0.861x + 3.309 0.78 
4-4 sample 2 483 y = 0.83 lx + 4.084 0.77 
4-4 sample 3 484 y = 0.829x + 3.778 0.79 
Combined Samples 1450 y = 0.840x + 3.727 0.8 
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Table 7. F scores for each band-pair and date 
Band Pair Date F Score Significance F o.0111)4.1soo = 3.32 
MSS2-TM3 Sep-87 3.04 Fail to Reject 
Aug-88 1.63 Fail to Reject 
Jul-92 2.24 Fail to Reject 
MSS4-TM4 Sep-87 2.23 Fail to Reject 
Aug-88 0.45 Fail to Reject 
Jul-92 1.20 Fail to Reject 
Differences were small; values were changed by on ly about 1 reflectance value for both 
bands 2 and 4 (Table 8). This seems reasonable since the coefficients of the regression 
equations are low, and tend cancel each other out within the range of reflectance values. 
The same trend is apparent in the equations for the other dates as well , indicating that the 
resampled TM bands are similar to corresponding MSS bands, whic h is to be expected. 
In order to further illustrate the minimal impact of adjusting MSS to TM, differences 
between comparable bands at the three stages in the process are shown in Table 9. Note 
that the average improvement due to regress ing MSS bands is less than 0.2% reflectance. 
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Table 8. Amount of change due to regression of MSS to TM 
Subtraction Min Max Mean SD 
aug88 b2ex-b2rg 0.00 5.28 0.75 0.39 
aug88 b4ex - b4rd 0.00 7.37 0.63 0.60 
jul92 b2ex-b2rg 0.01 7.86 0.90 0.52 
jul92 b4ex-b4rg 0.03 7.95 1.99 0.73 
sep87 b2ex-b2rg 0.01 1.15 0.85 0.14 
sep87 b4ex-b4rg 0.01 2.53 0.49 0.31 
Summary Mean SD 
'"egressed [abs(exo MSS - reg MSS)] 0.93 0.45 
'"egressed [abs(exo2 MSS - reg2 MSS)] 0.83 0.35 
'"egressed [abs(exo4 MSS - reg4 MSS)] 1.04 0.55 
Tab le 9. Differences between MSS and resampled TM grids 
Subtraction Min Max Mean SD 
rwb23aug88 0.02 141.49 5.94 4.66 
rwb4aug88 0.01 124.18 10.35 5.28 
rwb23jul92 0.03 146.99 5.44 4.34 
rwb4jul92 0.01 130.08 10.58 5.77 
rwb23sep87 0.05 39.48 6.00 2.58 
rwb4sep87 0.03 65 .35 7.52 3.69 
exb23aug88 0.00 54.34 1.54 1.58 
exb4aug88 0.00 61 .74 2.16 2.37 
exb23jul92 0.00 85.02 12.76 7.31 
exb4jul92 0.00 58.08 12.27 7.39 
exb23sep87 0.00 15.06 1.08 0.83 
exb4sep87 0.00 40 .30 1.55 1.64 
rgb23aug88 0.00 49 .63 1.98 1.54 
rgb4aug88 0.00 54.36 2.34 2.33 
rgb23iul92 0.00 77.17 11.91 6.92 
rgb4jul92 0.00 55.56 10.55 6.74 
rgb23sep87 0.00 15.86 1.80 0.91 
rgb4sep87 0.00 38.34 1.65 1.66 
Summary Mean SD 
r-aw (raw TM - raw MSS) 7.64 4.38 
exoatmospheric (exo TM - exo MSS) 5.23 3.52 
egressed [abs(exo TM - reg MSS)] 5.04 3.35 
DISCUSSION 
Testing Statistical Assumptions 
The individual trends of the dark and bright pixel groups do not reflect the trend 
between the two. This is consistent with findings of Hall et al. (1991) and fits with 
expectations. 
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According to the statistical tests reported in Appendix 2, the relationship between 
the master and slave images is not linear but curved, an apparent violation of linear 
regression assumptions. This does not fit with expectations, although the difference may 
be purely statistical and due, in part, to the large sample size. The high degree of 
agreement between the correlation coefficients of the two models may lend credence to 
the argument that a linear model adequately describes the relationship. Conversion to 
exoatmospheric reflectance may have altered the inherent linear relationship between 
image s, but one would expect the nature of the relationship between two exoatmospheric 
reflectance images from the same sensor to be maintained . The practical importance of 
this difference in terms of the utility of this atmospheric normalization method, or the 
significance of violating this assumption, is undetermined. Bearing in mind that the 
primary purpose of standardizing imagery is to reduce overall differences between master 
and slave scenes, this may still be a valid approach. 
Difference Images 
Spatially Coincident Images 
Overall , master to slave differences fit with expected results; differences are 
reduced at each stage in the process. Observed differences between MSS master-slave 
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image pairs are greatest , and this may be a reflection of the relationship between pixel 
size and registration error. Even with a half-pixe l accuracy standard, the registration 
error for MSS data could be as much as 40m, 15m for TM data. Depending on the spatial 
complexity of the landscape , this translates into greater potential for large differences in 
cover , and therefore the amount of light reflected from the surface between MSS pixels 
that are subtracted. Typically , adjacent pixels are highly autocorrelated , but it is possible 
for misregistration to result in subtraction of pixels with very different values. 
In order to illustrate this concept , consider a case where a road (bright) is adjacent 
to vegetation (dark) . If images are misregistered , a pixel representing a road surface may 
be overlain with a pixel representing a vegetated surface. Since the image difference test 
applied in this paper examines differences on a pixel-by-pixel basis for the entire image , 
subtracting these pixel s could result in large differences . 
In general, differences between master and slave images are greatly reduced as a 
result of this standardization process . Improvements are largely due to converting the 
raw images to exoatmospheric reflectance , and the regression step may be viewed as 
"fine-tuning " the adjustment. 
Spatially and Temporally Coincident Images 
Differences between north and south temporally identical scenes were near zero 
as expected. Where registration error was one pixel or less, the differences were slightly 
improved over differences when all six pairs are considered (Table 5), indicating that 
registration error may be the most significant factor influencing differences. Initial 
processing by the data provider may also play a part . 
The results of this test indicate that the standardization process performs as it 
should in cases where there should be no difference between master and slave images, 
and that performance can be enhanced by improving spatial accuracy of the data set. 
Standardizing MSS to TM 
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The regression equations calculated to match MSS to TM (Table 7) were applied 
to their respective bands of MSS scenes and the resulting image was subtracted from the 
original, non-regressed image. Differences between the original and regressed bands 
were small (Table 8), and differences between the MSS2 -TM3 and MSS4-TM4 band 
pairs were not significantly reduced by simple regression (Table 9). 
Pixel values from MSS and TM sensors may be similar enough to be directly 
substituted and adjustment may not be necessar y. Alternatively, there may be another 
method which is more effective in reducing differences between the sensors, such as 
those referenced in Suits et al. ( 1988) that have been published in technical papers and 
meeting proceedings. 
Sources of Error 
The standardization procedure described here performs well, as tested by simple 
image subtraction. Results consistently show that differences between master and slave 
images are reduced at each step through the process. Two potential sources of error, 
image preprocessing by the data provider and registration accuracy, will be discussed in 
this section. 
Preprocessing by the data provider may account for some of the differences 
between spatially and temporally coincident images. The Landsat sensors collect data in 
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a continuous strip as the satellite moves from north to south. When scenes are ordered, 
they are minimally processed for radiometric problems and are assigned a reference 
coordinate system. One factor affecting the pre-processed output is the time of day at the 
center of the scene, which in turn affects illumination within the image. The time at the 
center of the south image is slightly later than in the north image, yielding a slightly 
different output at the southern extreme of the north image than the northern extreme of 
the south image (the overlap area). This difference may be one factor in the slight 
deviation from zero observed in Table 5. 
Since images are subtracted on a pixel-by-pixel basis , registration accuracy may 
be the more important source of error. The sets of imagery used for this study were geo-
registered to a single TM scene using an image-to-image technique , where one image is 
georeferenced and all others are registered to it by identifying common reference points. 
Two primary factors influencing the quality of the output from an image-to-image 
rectification process are the resampling algorithm and the ability to identify reference 
points. The resampling algorithm used by the processing software determines the 
formula for placing all pixels between the reference points. When reference points are 
few and far between, the algorithm has more room for erro r in placing pixels between 
them. The resulting image will likely have reasonable accuracy near the reference points 
and poor accuracy between them. 
Differences in pixel resolution between the image being geo-rectified and its 
reference image can make it difficult to locate reference points between the two. In an 
arid landscape where there is little development , as is the case in the second data set, 
suitable reference targets may be scarce because of a relatively featureless landscape , as 
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is the case in western Texas. Coarser pixel resolution in MSS images masks many 
features discernable in the TM reference image, which makes identification of suitable 
numbers of reference points more difficult. 
Rectified images were checked for accuracy by three indicators; RMS error, 
overlaying reference and newly rectified images, and overlaying a roads coverage on the 
rectified image. Root Mean Square (RMS) error is calculated by the image processing 
software to indicate how well each reference point fits into the current mathematical 
model that will be used to place the intervening pixels. While this is commonly used as 
an accuracy statistic to be kept to less than 1/2 pixel , in my experience it is not related to 
the actual registration accuracy that would result from using those points. Overlaying 
reference and newly rectified images may be the most honest test of registration accuracy 
since this is closest to the actual application of the final data set. A polynomial algorithm 
was used to resample images in this study , and this check showed that accuracy varied 
considerably across the images , from a tight fit in areas with many reference points close 
together to a poor fit where the algorithm had to predict pixel locations far from reference 
points. Another resampling algorithm may prove to be better at placing intervening 
points . The third check for accuracy is to overlay a roads coverage on the rectified image 
to ensure that recognizable roads fall within the accuracy standard. This is a good test in 
the sense that a data layer from outside the set of satellite images is used, and turns out to 
be effective for finer resolution TM imagery and highly developed areas because of the 
ease of recognizing high-contrast road features. On the other hand, some of the smaller , 
unpaved roads common to remote desert regions cannot be distinguished with the coarser 
resolution of older MSS imagery as well as they can be in the TM imagery. As a result 
road coverages are less effective in verifying registration accuracy of MSS images. In 
addition, some of the roads may not have existed when the older images were acquired. 
Suggestions for Further Study 
It may be interesting to know whether the regression would be improved by 
adding no-change points in the middle of the line rather than relying solely on the dark 
and bright endpoints to determine the regression equation. The slope of the regression 
varies with selection of points at the bright end of the SBI range (Figure 6) and may be 
stabilized with points along the regression line. 
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My last comments in this section regard the method by which the standardization 
process was tested. A simple image subtraction was used to test the performance of the 
process in terms ofreducing differences between master and slave images , but other ways 
of testing may prove to be useful. For example , the test could include a comparison 
between two slave images before and after standardization to see if differences are 
reduced in the overall data set as well as between master and slave pairs . Another 
approach would be to perform the tests on vegetation index images generated from raw 
and standardized images. Since the Soil Adjusted Vegetated Index (SAVI) and 
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NOVI) are common layers used in studies of 
landscape change , these might be more appropriate layers to use in testing. A test of 
these layers may provide more information about whether the observed reduction in 
differences between master and slave images significantly improves a land manager's 
ability to accurately identify areas of change. Similarly , difference tests could be 
performed on classified images using the same classification scheme on images before 
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and after standardization. This would test for affects of the standardization process on 
output from classification routines, another tool for identifying landscape change. 
One other topic that was not addressed in this paper is the effect of applying the 
regression step of the process to images that have been prepared using another 
preliminary adjustment such as DOS or COST in place of the exoatmospheric reflectance 
conversion step . 
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Appendix 1 
Code and output from dark-bright test. 
First the linear models for the dark (*d), bright (*b ), and total (*a) groups are defined: 
sep75 la <- lm(aug88 . l - sep75. l , data = forS .. DB , subset= I :20, na.action = na.exclude) 
sep75 lb <- lm(aug88. l - sep75. l , data = forS .. DB, subset= I : I 0, na.action = na.exclude) 
sep75 l d <- lm(aug88. l - sep75. l, data= forS .. DB, subset= 11 :20, na .action = na.exclude) 
sep752a <- lm(aug88.2 - sep75.2, data= forS .. DB, subset= I :20, na.action = na.exclude) 
sep752b <- lm(aug88 .2 - sep75.2, data= forS .. DB, subset= I: I 0, na.action = na.exclude) 
sep752d <- lm(aug88.2 - sep75.2, data = forS .. DB, subset= 11 :20, na.action = na.exclude) 
sep754a <- lm(aug88.4 - sep75.4, data = forS .. DB , subset= 1 :20, na.action = na.exclude) 
sep754b <- lm(aug88.4 - sep75.4, data= forS .. DB, subset= I: I 0, na .act ion = na .exc lude) 
sep754d <- lm(aug88.4 - sep75.4, data = forS .. DB , subset= 11 :20, na.action = na.exclude) 
jul921 a<- lm(aug8812 - jul92 . 1, data = forS .. DB, subset= 1 :22, na.action = na.exclude) 
jul92 lb <- lm(aug8812 - jul92.1, data = forS .. DB, subset= 1: 11, na.action = na.exc lude) 
jul92 l d <- lm(aug88 l 2 - jul92. I, data= forS .. DB, subset = 12:22, na.action = na.exclude) 
jul922a <- lm(aug8822 - jul92.2 , data= forS .. DB, subset= I :22, na.action = na.exclude) 
jul922b <- lm(aug8822 - jul92.2 , data= forS .. DB, subset= I: 11, na.action = na.exclude) 
jul922d <- lm(aug8822 - jul92.2, data= forS .. DB, subset= 12:22, na.action = na.exc lude) 
jul924a <- lm(aug8842 - jul92.4 , data = forS .. DB, subset = I :22, na.action = na .exc lude) 
jul924b <- lm(aug8842 - jul92.4, data = forS .. DB, subset = I: 11, na.action = na.exclude) 
jul924d <- lm(aug8842 - jul92.4 , data = forS .. DB, subset = 12:22, na .action = na.exc lude) 
aug96 la <- lm(aug88 I 6 - aug96. l , data = forS .. DB , subset = I :20, na.action = na.exclude) 
aug961 b <- lm(aug8816 - aug96. I, data = forS .. DB, subset= 1: 10, na .action = na.exclude) 
aug961 d <- lm(aug88 I 6 - aug96. I, data = forS .. DB , subset = 11 :20, na.action = na .exc lude) 
aug963a <- lm(aug8836 - aug96 .3, data = forS .. DB, subset = 1 :20, na .act ion = na.exclude) 
aug963b <- lm(aug8836 - aug96.3, data = forS .. 08 , subset = I : I 0, na.action = na.exclude) 
aug963d <- lm(aug8836 - aug96.3, data = forS .. DB, subset= 11 :20, na.action = na.exclude) 
aug964a <- lm(aug8846 - aug96.4, data = forS .. DB, subset = I :20, na.action = na.exclude) 
aug964b <- lm(aug8846 - aug96.4, data = forS .. DB, subset = I : I 0, na .act ion = na.exc lude) 
aug964d <- lm(aug8846 - aug96.4 , data = forS .. DB, subset = 11 :20, na .action = na.e xc lude) 
jul97 I a <- lm(aug88 I 7 - jul97. l, data = forS .. DB, subset = I :22 , na.action = na .exc lude) 
jul97 lb <- lm(aug88 l 7 - jul97 . l , data= forS .. DB, subset = I: 11, na .action = na.exclude) 
jul97 Id <- lm(aug88 l 7 - jul97. l , data = forS .. DB, subset = 12:22, na.action = na.exclude) 
jul973a <- lm(aug8837 - jul97.3, data = forS .. DB, subset = I :22, na .action = na.exclude) 
jul973b <- lm(aug8837 - jul97 .3, data = forS .. DB, subset = I: 11, na.action = na .exclude) 
jul973d <- lm(aug8837 - jul97.3 , data = forS .. DB, subset = 12:22, na .act ion = na.exclude) 
jul974a <- lm(aug8847 - jul97.4 , data = forS .. DB, subset= I :22 , na .action = na.exclude) 
jul974b <- lm(aug8847 - jul97.4 , data = forS .. DB, subset= I: 11, na.action = na.exclude) 
jul974d <- lm(aug8847 - jul97.4, data = forS .. DB, subset= 12:22, na .action = na.exclude) 
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Then a Chi Square test is applied to compare the overall line with the dark and bright 
groups individually. 
> anova(sep75 la, sep751 b, test= "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response: aug88. l 
Terms Resid. Df RSS Test Df Sum of Sq Pr(Chi) 
1 sep75. l 18 129.6501 
2 sep75.1 8 43.7905 10 85.85959 3.530509 e-l 4 
> anova(sep75 la , sep75 ld , test= "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response: aug88. I 
Terms Resid. Df RSS Test Df Sum of Sq Pr(Chi) 
1 sep75.1 18 129.6501 
2 sep75.1 8 0. 7411 10 128.909 0 
> anova(sep752a, sep752b , test= "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response: aug88.2 
Terms Resid. Of RSS Test Df Sum of Sq Pr(Chi) 
1 sep75.2 18 1132.949 
2 sep75.2 8 1114.259 10 18.69001 0.04438137 
> anova(sep752a , sep752d , test = "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response: aug88.2 
Terms Resid . Of RSS Test Df Sum of Sq Pr(Chi) 
1 sep75.2 18 1132.949 
2 sep75.2 8 0.229 = 10 1132.72 0 
> anova(sep754a , sep754b , test = "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response: aug88.4 
Terms Resid. Df RSS Test Df Sum of Sq Pr(Chi) 
1 sep75.4 18 53.23406 
2 sep75.4 8 31 .57843 = 10 21.65563 0.01695834 
> anova(sep754a, sep754d , test= "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response: aug88.4 
Terms Resid. Of RSS Test Df Sum of Sq Pr(Chi) 
1 sep75.4 18 53.23406 
2 sep75.4 8 1.18460 = 10 52.04946 1.117308 e-OO? 
> anova(i ul 921 a, j ul 921 b, test = "Chi") 
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Analysis of Variance Table 
Response: aug8812 
Terms Resid. Of RSS Test Of Sum of Sq Pr(Chi) 
1 jul92. l 20 97.11335 
2 jul92.1 9 21.78691 = 11 75.32645 1.173384 e-OI I 
> anova(jul92la,jul921d , test = "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response: aug8812 
Terms Resid. Of RSS Test Of Sum of Sq Pr(Chi) 
1 jul92.1 20 97.11335 
2 jul92.1 9 0.74919 = 11 96.36417 8.881784 e-Ol6 
> anova(jul922a , jul922b , test = "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response : aug8822 
Terms Resid. Of RSS Test Of Sum of Sq Pr(Chi) 
1 jul92.2 20 691.8761 
2jul92.2 9 568.3985 = 11 123.4776 0 
> anova(jul922a , jul922d , test = "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response : aug882 2 
Terms Resid. Of RSS Test Of Sum of Sq Pr(Chi) 
1 jul92 .2 20 691.8761 
2jul92. 2 9 1.4936 = 11 690.38 25 0 
> anova(jul924a , jul924b , test = "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response: aug8842 
Terms Resid. Of RSS Test Of Sum of Sq Pr(Chi) 
1 jul92.4 20 2600 .291 
2 jul92.4 9 68.106 = 11 2532.184 0 
> anova(jul924a , jul924d , test = "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response : aug8842 
Terms Resid. Of RSS Test Df Sum of Sq Pr(Chi) 
1 jul92.4 20 2600.291 
2jul92.4 9 0.686 = 11 2599.605 0 
> anova(aug96 la , aug961 b, test = "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response: aug8816 
Terms Resid. Of RSS Test Of Sum of Sq Pr(Chi) 
1 aug96.1 18 18.02727 
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2 aug96.1 8 0.00000 = 10 18.02727 0.05450536 
> an ova( aug961 a, aug961 d, test = "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response: aug8816 
Terms Resid. Of RSS Test Of Sum of Sq Pr(Chi) 
1 aug96.1 18 18.02727 
2 aug96.1 8 0.32317 = 10 17.7041 0.06016487 
> anova(aug963a, aug963b, test = "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response: aug8836 
Terms Resid. Of RSS Test Of Sum of Sq Pr(Chi) 
1 aug96.3 18 67.41827 
2 aug96.3 8 29.17092 = 10 38.24735 0.0000343671 
> anova(aug963a , aug963d , test = "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response: aug8836 
Terms Resid. Of RSS Test Of Sum of Sq Pr(Chi) 
1 aug96.3 18 67.41827 
2 aug96.3 8 0.32762 = 10 67.09064 1.610876 e-OIO 
> anova(aug964a , aug964b , test = "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response: aug8846 
Terms Resid. Of RSS Test Of Sum of Sq Pr(Chi) 
1 aug96.4 18 257.3585 
2 aug96.4 8 180.7593 = 10 76.59925 2.3214 76 e-Ol2 
> anova(aug964a , aug964d , test = "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response: aug8846 
Terms Resid. Of RSS Test Of Sum of Sq Pr(Chi) 
1 aug96.4 18 257 .3585 
2 aug96.4 8 0.5593 = 10 256.7993 0 
> anova(jul97la , jul97ld, test = "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response: aug8817 
Terms Resid. Of RSS Test Of Sum of Sq Pr(Chi) 
1 jul97.1 20 9.789937 
2jul97.1 9 0.330220 = 11 9.459718 0.5795371 
> anova(jul973a , jul973d , test= "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
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Response: aug8837 
Terms Resid. Df RSS Test Df Sum of Sq Pr(Chi) 
1 jul97.3 20 62.33861 
2jul97.3 9 0.15530 = 11 62.18331 3.634644 e-009 
> anova(jul974a , jul974b , test= "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response:aug8847 
Terms Resid. Df RSS Test Df Sum of Sq Pr(Chi) 
1 jul97.4 20 315.8224 
2 jul97.4 9 173.0540 11 142.7684 0 
> anova(jul974a, jul974d, test = "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response: aug8847 
Terms Resid. Df RSS Test Df Sum of Sq Pr(Chi) 
1 jul97.4 20 315.8224 
2 jul97.4 9 1.9437 = 11 313.8786 0 
Appendix 2 
Report comparing the linear model to the 2nd order polynomial model for randomly 
generated samples. 
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S,mples are from same-band pairs of master and slave scenes. 
> anova(s75 l I, s75 l n, test= "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response: rb I aug88cms 
Terms Resid. Of RSS Test Of Sum of Sq 
I rb I sep75c 98 586. I 828 
2 rb I sep75c + rb I sep75c "2 97 585.3823 +I(rb I sep75c "2) 0.8005109 
Pr(Chi) 
I 
2 0.3709407 
> anova(s752I, s752n, test = "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response: rb2aug88cms 
Terms Resid. Of RSS Test Of Sum of Sq 
I rb2sep75c 98 845.9060 
2 rb2sep75c + rb2sep75c "2 97 845.4496 +I(rb2sep75c "2) 0.4564146 
Pr(Chi) 
2 0.4993044 
> anova(s7541, s754n , test = "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response: rb4aug88cm s 
Terms Resid . Df RSS Test Df Sum of Sq 
I rb4sep75c 97 1414.587 
2 rb4sep75c + rb I sep75c "2 96 1354.725 +I(rb I sep75c "2) 59 .86 I 64 
Pr(Chi) 
I 
2 1.02 I 405e-0 14 
> anova(j92 l I, j92 l n, test = "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response : aug8812 
Terms Resid. Df RSS Test Df Sum of Sq 
I rb ljul92cms 98 369.0038 
2 rb ljul92cms + rb lju192cms "2 97 364 .0277 +I(rb ljul92cms "2) 4.976141 
Pr(Chi) 
I 
2 0.02569924 
> anova(j922I, j922n , test = "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response : aug8822 
Terms Resid . Of RSS Test Of Sum of Sq 
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I rb2jul92cms 98 621.3883 
2 rb2jul92cms + rb2jul92cms /\2 97 603.5804 +I(rb2jul92cms /\2) I 17.8079 
Pr(Chi) 
I 
2 0.0000244366 
> anova(j9241, j924n , test= "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response: aug8842 
Terms Resid. Df RSS Test Df Sum of Sq 
I rb4jul92cms 98 1216.797 
2 rb4jul92cms + rb4jul92cms /\2 97 1102.919 +I(rb4jul92cms /\2) 113.8781 
Pr(Chi) 
I 
2 0 
> anova(a96 I I, a96 In , test = "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response: rblaug88c 
Terms Resid. Df RSS Test Df Sum of Sq 
I rb I aug96c 98 111.8939 
2 rb I aug96c + rb I aug96c /\2 97 110.9563 +l(rb I aug96c /\2) 0.9375564 
Pr(Chi) 
I 
2 0.3329071 
> anova(a9631 , a963n , test = "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response: rb3aug88c 
Terms Resid. Df RSS Test Df Sum of Sq 
I rb3aug96c 98 420.9228 
2 rb3aug96c + rb3aug96c /\2 97 417.7712 +I(rb3aug96c /\2) 3.151572 
Pr(Chi) 
I 
2 0.07585386 
> anova(a9641, a964n, test= "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response: rb4aug88c 
Terms Resid . Df RSS Test Df Sum of Sq 
I rb4aug96c 98 1231.673 
2 rb4aug96c + rb4aug96c /\2 97 1141.744 +I(rb4aug96c /\2) 89.92843 
Pr(Chi) 
I 
2 0 
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> anova(j97 l l, j97 In, test= "Chi") 
Ana lysis of Variance Table 
Response: aug88 l 7 
Terms Resid. Of RSS Test Of Sum of Sq 
I rb ljul97c 98 251.4096 
2 rb ljul97c + rb ljul97c "'2 97 222 .5385 +I(rb ljul97c "'2) 28.87109 
Pr(Chi) 
I 
2 7.735893e-008 
> anova(j9731,j973n, test= "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response: aug8837 
Terms Resid. Of RSS Test Of Sum of Sq 
I rb3jul97c 98 627.3679 
2 rb3jul97c + rb3jul97c "'2 97 608.92 I 9 +l(rb3jul97c "'2) 18.44595 
Pr(Chi) 
I 
2 0.00001747915 
> anova(j9741, j974n , test = "Chi") 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response: aug8847 
Terms Resid. Of RSS Test Of Sum of Sq 
I rb4jul97c 98 1745.984 
2 rb4jul97c + rb4jul97c "'2 97 1243.897 +I(rb4jul97c "'2) 502.0879 
Pr(Chi) 
I 
2 0 
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Appendix 3 
Table of all grid differences 
Thie naster for the spatially coincident images was 23 August 1988. The north scene 
servtd as master for the spatially and temporally coincident images. 
Proceis 
ref-raw 
ref-raw 
ref-raw 
ref-raw 
ref-raw 
ref-raw 
ref-raw 
ref-raw 
ref-raw 
ref-raw 
ref-raw 
ref-raw 
ref-exoat 
ref-ex oat 
ref-ex oat 
ref-exoat 
ref-exoat 
ref-ex oat 
ref-exoat 
ref-exoat 
ref-exoat 
ref-ex oat 
ref-ex oat 
ref-ex oat 
ref-reg 
ref-reg 
ref-reg 
ref-reg 
ref-reg 
ref-reg 
ref-reg 
ref-reg 
ref-reg 
ref-reg 
ref-reg 
Date, 
Band 
aug821 
aug822 
aug824 
·ul921 
·ul922 
jul924 
may761 
may762 
may764 
sep75 I 
sep752 
sep754 
aug821 
aug822 
aug824 
·ul921 
·ul922 
·ul924 
may761 
may762 
may764 
sep75 I 
sep752 
sep754 
aug821 
aug822 
aug824 
jul921 
iul92 2 
·ul924 
may761 
may762 
may764 
sep75 I 
sep752 
Min. Max. 
0.00 89.76 
0.00 92.13 
0.00 85.83 
0.00 140.16 
0.00 105.51 
0.00 59.06 
0.00 90 .55 
0.00 92 .91 
0.00 67.72 
0.00 58.27 
0.00 88.98 
0.00 57.48 
0.03 45.15 
0.00 62.95 
0.00 73.09 
0.01 78.44 
0.01 65 .37 
0.00 68.17 
0.00 47.17 
0.02 69 . 10 
0.00 95.59 
0.00 43.46 
0.00 66.96 
0.00 92 .64 
---
0.00 38 .68 
0.00 62 .24 
0.00 73 .01 
0.00 41.72 
0.00 71 .22 
0.00 59.14 
0.01 41.82 
0.00 73.10 
0.00 80.76 
0.00 48.84 
0.00 65.31 
Mean StdDev Sensor, Condition Season 
6.57 11.45 MSS Dry Moderate cloud 
9. 17 11.97 MSS Dry Moderate cloud 
9.67 8.66 MSS Dry Moderate cloud 
20.04 9.29 MSS Wet 1Clear 
4.90 5.55 MSS Wet :clear 
5.74 5.68 MSS Wet Clear 
11.36 14.83 MSS Wet :cloud, snow, haze 
11.84 14.81 MSS Wet :cloud , snow , haze 
12.65 9.01 MSS Wet :cloud, snow , haze 
7.16 4.77 MSS Dry Clear 
6.70 6.66 MSS Dry :clear 
7.78 6.35 MSS Dry Clear 
3.29 5.59 MSS Dry [Moderate cloud 
3.58 5.74 MSS Dry Moderate cloud 
4.86 5.24 MSS Dry Moderate cloud 
8.47 4. 14 MSS Wet Clear 
2.11 2.28 MSS Wet Clear 
3.15 3.09 MSS Wet 1Clear 
5.59 7.64 MSS Wet :cloud, snow, haze 
5.42 7.38 MSS Wet 1Cloud , snow , haze 
12.58 I 0.42 MSS Wet Cloud , snow, haze 
2. 19 2.32 MSS Dry :c lear 
2.23 2.71 MSS Dry ,Clear 
18.24 9.15 MSS Dry 1Clear 
3.98 4.46 MSS Dry iModerate cloud 
3.88 6.26 MSS Dry Moderate c loud 
4.73 5.0 1 MSS Dry [Moderate cloud 
1.64 1.78 MSS Wet Clear 
2.00 2.24 MSS Wet Clear 
3.78 3.11 MSS Wet ,Clear 
4.30 3.92 MSS Wet 'Cloud, snow, haze 
4.98 4.65 MSS Wet C loud, snow, haze 
9.48 5.19 MSS Wet Cloud, snow, haze 
1.96 2.35 MSS Dry Clear 
2.51 3.08 MSS Dry 1Clear 
60 
61 
ref-reg lsep754 0.00 67.44 3.54 3.601 MSS Dry :clear 
I Process Date, Min. I Max. I Mean I StdDev Sensor, Condition I Band Season 
ref-raw aug961 0.00 72.55 4.14 4.70 TM DryClear 
ref-raw aug963 0.00 57.26 4.74 5.05 TM Dry Clear 
ref-raw aug964 0.00 45.49 5.62 4.90 TM Dry Clear 
ref-raw ·ul971 0.00 74.51 4.12 5.77 TMWe1 Clear 
ref-raw ·ul973 0.00 78.43 4.46 5.60 TMWe1 Clear 
ref-raw ·ul974 0.00 64.71 5.37 5.09 TMWe1 Clear 
ref-raw may891 0.00 79.61 6.86 11.44 TMWe1 Snow 
ref-raw may893 0.00 91.77 6.63 11.21 TMWe1 Snow 
ref-raw may894 0.00 83.53 6.24 7.57 TMWe1 Snow 
ref-raw sep87 I 0.00 43.14 12.69 4.86 TM Dry iHaze 
ref-raw sep873 0.00 41.18 5.12 3.82 Haze TM Dry1 
ref-raw sep874 0.00 39.61 5.01 4.25 TMD ryj Haze 
ref-exoat aug961 0.00 25.11 1.18 1.42 TM Dry:Clear 
ref-ex oat aug963 0.00 45.74 2.27 2.61 TM Dry:Clear 
ref-exoat aug964 0.00 60.20 3.84 3.67 TM Dry'Clear 
ref-exoat jul971 0.00 23.98 1.42 1.63 TM Wet Clear 
ref-ex oat jul973 0.00 46.68 2.60 2.87 TM Wet Clear 
ref-ex oat jul974 0.00 62.73 3.59 3.63 TM Wet Clear 
ref-ex oat may891 0.00 22 .83 1.87 3.26 TMWe1 Snow 
ref-exoat may893 0.00 45 .97 3.33 5.41 TMWe1 Snow 
ref-exoat may894 0.00 66.95 4. 19 5.35 TMWe1 Snow 
ref-exoat sep87 I 0.00 20.71 4.65 1.55 TM Dry Haze 
ref-ex oat sep873 0.00 42.46 2.84 1.98 TM Dry !Haze 
ref-exoat sep874 0.00 55.83 3.39 3.07 TM Dry Haze 
ref-reg !aug961 0.00 25 .02 1.18 1.42 TM Dry!Clear 
ref-reg 1aug963 'o.oo 55. 12 2.19 2.74 TM Dry1Clear 
ref-reg aug964 0.00 65.39 3.56 3.84 TM Dry Clear 
ref-reg jul971 0.00 24.50 1.27 I. 75 TM Wet Clear 
ref-reg jul973 0.00 46.35 2.41 2.88 TM Wet Clear 
ref-reg jul974 0.00 61.80 3.55 3.60 TM Wet Clear 
ref-reg may891 0.00 24.45 1.99 3.55 TM Wet Snow 
ref-reg may893 0.00 47.71 3.36 5.65 TMWe1 Snow 
ref-reg may894 0.00 68.33 4.26 5.46 TMWe1 Snow 
ref-reg sep871 0.00 25.69 2.35 1.56 TM Df) Haze 
ref-reg sep873 0.00 44.99 2.21 2.00 TM Dry Haze 
ref-reg sep874 0.00 55.18 3.04 3.08 TM Dry Haze 
